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10 
Kilosa District: The case of 
Kidodi Health Centre and 
Malowelo Primary School  

Introduction  
Kilosa district is one of the six districts in Morogoro Region. The district has an area of 
14,245 square kilometres. It is located in the central part of Tanzania. The district is 
bordering: Tanga region in the north, Iringa region in south-west, Kilombero district in 
the south, Morogoro municipality in south-west and Mvomero district in east. The dis-
trict covers 20 percent of the total area of Morogoro Region.  

The topography of the district varies significantly. In the central and southern part 
flood plains of Wami, Mkata and Ruaha rivers are 400 meters above sea level. The 
cultivation steppe in the north area, around the village of Gairo, is 1,100 meters above 
the sea level. The highest parts of the district are found in the Ukaguru, Rubeho and 
Vidunda mountains, which form an almost continuous chain of mountains along the 
western side of the district and reach the height of 2,200 meters. 

The cultivated steppe stretches towards Dodoma, the capital city of Tanzania. This 
area is characterised by dissected hills with moderately fertile, well-drained soil com-
prising of sand and clay loam on granite. The main agricultural activities are maize 
production and keeping livestock. The area is rich with river valleys, which are very 
good for irrigation and make it possible to cultivate the area even in the dry season. 

The district has also flat and undulating plains that extend as flat hills to the west. 
These plains are dissected by the Wami and Ruaha rivers. The soil in this area is poorly 
drained, black clay in the central plains and alluvial fans in the west made up of black, 
fertile loams. The central plains are subject to seasonal flooding and are mainly occu-
pied by pastoralists from the Maasai tribe. However, in this area there is also some 
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intensive rice production. The peripheral loams are better drained and allow the culti-
vation of a range of crops, maize, cotton, sisal etc. 

The mountain ranges that run from north to south are part of the eastern arc system 
and comprise pre-Cambrian metamorphic rock covered by coarse soil. With altitudes of 
up to 2,200 meters, cultivation of temperate crops (such as wheat, coffee, soya beans) is 
possible in the small pockets of agricultural land available. 

Administratively, Kilosa District is divided into 9 divisions. The divisions are further 
subdivided into 36 wards, and 168 registered villages. The principal town in Kilosa 
district is the town also called Kilosa. This town is located 96 kilometres west of 
Morogoro where the regional headquarters can be found.  

Social services 

Primary Health Services  
Kilosa district has fifty-six government owned primary health facilities. There are six 
health centres and fifty dispensaries. The facilities are evenly distributed over the dif-
ferent villages in the district. However, as the number of villages exceeds the number of 
facilities by far, most of the facilities serve more than one village. In the villages or 
wards where a health centre is located, the health centre serves both as a health centre 
and as a dispensary. This is important to note, as this situation is not in accordance to 
the national health policy of 2007 that states a health centre is always the referral point 
for dispensaries.  

According to the Comprehensive Council Health Plan (CCHP) of 2007/2008 the 
buildings of about 37.5% of the primary health facilities in the district were in need of 
restorative work and expansion, and the remaining 62.5% were in poor condition. Fur-
thermore, the plan indicates that most of primary health facilities in the district have a 
shortage in equipment and staff. The CCHP shows that the required number of health 
staff in the district was about 509, while the available number was actually 195 staff 
members. The same situation goes for equipment. According to the head of the health 
department at the district head quarter:  

‘Most health facilities suffer from shortages in almost all aspects of infrastructure. The ex-
tent and type of the shortages varies across the facilities. Therefore, some health facilities 
have better conditions of infrastructure than others, but the general picture is that most faci-
lities have poor infrastructure condition.’  

Primary Education Services  
Kilosa district has 218 governments owned primary schools. The schools are evenly 
distributed throughout the villages. Almost every village has at least one primary 
school. The data collected from reports and files at the department of education shows 
that most primary schools in the district have a shortage of buildings, equipment and 
staff. In general, the district had shortage of about 1,148 classrooms, 1,989 teachers’ 
houses, 238 teachers’ offices and 437 teaching staff. The same goes for equipment. For 
example, out of the 50,367 desks required, there were only 32,059 desks in use. How-
ever, according to statistics collected at council level, the situation of infrastructure 
varies across primary schools. Some primary schools are better equipped than others.  
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The case of Kidodi Health Centre 
Kidodi Health Centre is one of the six health centres in Kilosa district. This health 
centre was established near the village of Kifinga in 1960. Kifinga village is located 
about 100 kilometres from the district headquarters. The road that connects Kidodi with 
Kilosa is partially paved (tarmac). However, according to the in-charge of Kidodi 
Health Centre, the road allows access between the health centre and the district head-
quarters throughout the year. Kifinga is one of the villages in Kidodi Ward. The health 
centre provides health services to the people of Kifinga village and the people of the 
nearby villages, such as Tundu, Iwemba, Msowero, Lumango and Ruaha. In these vil-
lages there is neither a dispensary nor a health centre.  

Kifinga village has most of the basic services including electricity, telephone 
services, and running water. There are also other institutions providing services such as 
a primary school, mosques and churches.  

Condition of infrastructure of Kidodi Health Centre 
The data collected on the health centre shows there has been very little development at 
Kidodi Health Centre between 2000 and 2008. During this time no new buildings were 
constructed, the number of staff members did not increase and there was very little 
investment in equipment. Table 10.1 shows the situation of infrastructure in Kidodi 
Health Centre from 2000 to 2008. The table indicates that Kidodi Health Centre does 
not meet the minimum standards that have been formulated by the central government. 
The only development that took place was the investment in some new equipment, such 
as a blood pressure monitor, a stethoscope and a set of scales. According to committee  
 
 
Table 10.1 Infrastructure of Tawa Health Centre between 2000 and 2008 

Years Service Areas 
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

N.S.* 

Staff 21 21 19 17 18 18 18 20 22 15 
Buildings            
 Operating rooms 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 15 
 Wards 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 
 Staff Quarters  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 
Equipment           
 Autoclave 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 
 Delivery Kit 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
 Delivery Bed 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 
 Microscope 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 
 Set of Scales 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 4 4 
 BP Monitor 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 2 4 
 Stethoscope 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 2 4 
 Diagnostic Set 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
 Ambulance bag 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
* N.S. = National Standards 
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members of the health centre there have been no significant development initiatives 
since the year 2000. 

Planning at the grassroots level 
As Kidodi Health Centre is situated in Kifinga village, the planning process of this local 
community is reconstructed to assess whether or not the local community identified the 
needs of this health centre. For this reason interviews were conducted with the ward 
executive officer, who was also the community facilitator during the planning process, 
the village chairperson, the village executive officer and the kitongoji chairperson.  

According to the ward executive officer, the village plan was developed through the 
O&OD methodology. The methodology began by informing the village leaders about 
the necessary steps. Then groups were formed with citizens who would actively parti-
cipate in the process. The intention was to enable the village leaders to make the neces-
sary arrangements and inform the people in advance about the process.  

Then the actual process began. At first the groups were put together and were 
informed about the overall intention, the objectives and the procedure. Thereafter, the 
groups were distributed and guided by community facilitators. Every group was re-
quired to identify available opportunities in their locality, obstacles to development and 
development preferences. The report of every group was then handed in to the village 
council for assimilation into the draft village plan. After the decision-making by the 
village council the village plan was forwarded to the district council. 

According to the ward executive officer, the development preferences were formu-
lated based on Tanzanian Vision 2025, the National Strategy for Growth and Reduction 
of Poverty (NSGRP), Chama Cha Mapinduzi (CCM) Election Manifesto (the election 
manifesto of the ruling political party) and the District Council Strategic Plan. In his 
opinion, a development preference that is not with the framework identified in these 
aforementioned guidelines is not likely to be incorporated into the plan of the district 
council.  

Despite the description of the planning process, the ward executive officer was not 
able to tell which preferences in the plan were related to Kidodi Health Centre. He was 
also not informed of to what extent the identified preferences were addressed by the 
district council. The ward executive officer did not appear to have made any follow up 
of the villages plan in spite of having a document comprising of all the villages’ plans in 
his office.  

At the village level the village executive officer of Kifinga village did not participate 
in the planning process of Kifinga village. While the village process was taking place, 
he was working in another village. And when he came to Kifinga, the plan had already 
been developed. The village executive officer only worked for about one year and half 
years in Kifinga. According to him, when he took office, he was informed about the 
village plan but had not seen a copy of the plan. As such, he had no idea about what was 
contained in the plan.  

The village and the kitongoji chairpersons appeared to have different experiences 
with the planning process. However, neither of them had information concerning the 
content of the village plan. According to the village chairperson, he did not participate 
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in the planning process, because he was not the village chairperson when the planning 
procedure took place. In his view, the process involved only few community members, 
and he was not one of them. But even after becoming the village chairperson in 2005, he 
never saw a copy of the village plan. He does not know the content of the plan nor made 
any follow up to use the plan in his contacts with the district council.  

The kitongoji chairperson did participate in the planning process but could not 
remember the specific development preferences identified in the plan. Her main excuse 
was that several planning events were organised at the local level by different in-
stitutions like Non Governmental Organisations (NGOs). For her it was difficult to 
remember the content of this particular plan. Like the village chairperson, the kitongoji 
chairperson does not know what happened after the plan was established by the village 
council. She had no idea to whether the village plan had been addressed to by the 
district council.  

Kidodi Health Centre in the planning process  
The next step in the reconstruction of the planning process is to gather information on to 
what extent the needs of Kidodi Health Centre were addressed in the planning pro-
cedure. For this reason interviews were conducted with the in-charge of the health 
centres and with the committee members that form the administration of the health 
centre. The respondents did not participate in planning process that resulted in the vil-
lage plan. They were not informed about the planning process nor were able to tell the 
specific content of the plan with regard to Kidodi Health Centre. Some of the res-
pondents, like the in-charge, were not working in Kidodi Health Centre when the plan 
was developed.  

According to the in-charge and committee members, they never saw the village plan 
once it was developed. They therefore, were unable to say to what extent the plan was 
actually responded to by the district council. According to them, the development re-
quests for the health centre are forwarded to the district council through other methods. 
First of all, the Health Management Information System (HMIS) appears to be an im-
portant method of informing the district council about the actual needs of the health 
centre. In this method, the development needs are filled out on standard HMIS forms 
and forwarded quarterly to the district headquarters. Secondly, the facility formulates a 
facility plan. This plan is forwarded to the ward executive committee. According to the 
in-charge, some of the development needs identified in this plan, are addressed by this 
committee. The needs that are beyond the capacity of the ward are forwarded to the 
district council.  

The third method that is used to inform the district council about the actual needs, is 
through stakeholders meeting that takes place every now and then with the district 
officials. According to the in-charge, this meeting takes place at the end of every 
financial year. The district officials of the Council Health Management Team (CHMT) 
conduct this meeting with all the in-charges of all the health facilities in the district. The 
in-charges are expected to identify the needs of their respective facility. The report of 
this meeting includes a summary of all the needs of all health facilities in the district.  
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According to the in-charge, these three methods are used to formulate the Com-
prehensive Council Health Plan at the district council. The participation of the local 
people is organised through the health centre committee. The health centre committee 
represents members of the community.  

The content of the village plan  
The Kifinga village plan 2004/2008 was very brief about the needs of Kidodi Health 
Centre. No development preferences are mentioned. The only issue that can be found in 
the village plan is the expressed ‘need for an ambulance’.  

Since most of the respondents were not were informed about the planning process as 
observed in the previous section, it was not possible to establish why the village plan 
did not contain the development needs of Kidodi Health Centre. After all, according to 
the in-charge of Kidodi Health Centre, and proven by the actual situation, the health 
centre has several development needs, like the need for staff houses, an operating 
theatre and laboratory service and several items of equipment. These wishes are not 
identified nor expressed in the village plan of Kifinga.  

Planning at the council level  
The village plans are forwarded to the district council to be incorporated into the district 
plan. To reconstruct the decision-making by the district council, interviews were con-
ducted with staff members involved in the planning process. This included the head of 
the health department, the head of the economic department, the district executive of-
ficer, the district council chairman and the members of the Council Health Management 
Team (CHMT).  

The Comprehensive Council Health Plan (CCHP) in Kilosa is developed by the 
Council Health Management Team. This plan is based on the information gathered 
through the facility plans. Prior to every planning session the CHMT members conduct 
a meeting with all the in-charges of health facilities in the district to discuss the overall 
situation of health delivery and to set priorities. According to the head of health depart-
ment, the outcome of this meeting is the report indicating development preferences for 
each health facility in the district. This report is the main source of information for 
development of CCHP.  

There are also other complimentary methods used to collect information from the 
health facilities for planning. Those methods include the quarterly reports compiled by 
the Health Management Information System (HMIS) and the supervision report. This 
supervision report is developed by members of Council Health Management Teams 
during their field supervision. This field supervision is normally conducted quarterly.  

Comprehensive Council Health Planning Guidelines of 2007, sectoral priorities, cen-
tral government directives, and budgetary constraints received prior to planning guide 
the actual decisions of the CCHP. Other documents which must be considered accord-
ing to CHMT members, include the National Health and Social Welfare Policy, the 
Health Sector Strategic Plan, Government Vision 2025 and the National Strategy for 
Growth and Reduction of Poverty (NSGRP)  

According to all respondents at council level, the council plan must reflect the wishes 
identified in these documents. The major reason is that the council plan has to be ap-
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proved for funding. This approval is dependent on the criteria set out in these 
guidelines. The health sector plan will not be approved, if it has not taken into account 
the wishes expressed in the guidelines and directives. At council level the officials 
perceive the guidelines as more than just facilitating for the planning process. These 
rules carry the wishes that must be taken into account. For the decision-making at the 
district council, the wishes of the local communities expressed in their village plans are 
only taken into account if they are in accordance with national priorities. 

According to CHMT, the frequent changes in national policy further undermine the 
ability of the council to respond to the preferences of the local people. In this regard, 
one CHMT member argued that  

‘we often fail to respond to pressing local development needs because the guidelines restrict 
us on the amount of funds we can spend for a particular issue. For instance, in most of our 
primary facilities the most pressing need is the washing machines. But we cannot buy the 
machine because the cost is higher than the amount we are allowed to spend according to 
guideline. In this view, we are forced to spend money in routine and consumable activities, 
which have less impact to our primary health facility. Frankly speaking, I do not see any 
impact of the basket fund. The guidelines are too strict. We have just been doing the same 
things all and all over again. In fact, there is very limited room for discretion.’  

In the same vein, another respondent argued that despite much emphasis on bottom-up 
planning, in practice, the process is still very difficult. The guidelines and other political 
directives pre-empt the council decision-making thereby preventing effective response 
to development preferences expressed by the local people. In fact, most of the funds are 
either specified for or associated with directives. According to some respondents, most 
of the central government directives including frequent changes in policies that are often 
backed by political interests that don’t take into account the needs of local people. Thus, 
it hinders the planning process. The most cited example was the wish of the central 
government to have a dispensary in every village. In view of most respondents, this is 
typically an example of a political directive which appears to be more unrealistic. Ac-
cording to them, the first step would have been to develop the available facilities that 
are suffering from serious shortages of staff, buildings and equipment.  

The content of the council plan  
The reconstruction of the planning process at council level involved a review of the 
council plans to establish development preferences that can be related to Kidodi Health 
Centre. For this reason the council plans for the financial years 2005/2006, 2006/2007 
and 2007/2008 have been studied. The review of the council plans showed that most of 
development issues contained in the plans were fairly broadly stated. There is only one 
exception that is specifically related to Kidodi Health Centre. Table 10.2 shows the 
development preferences contained in the three different council plans.  
 
Table 10.2  Development decisions in the council plans related to Kidodi Health Centre 
1. Renovation of dental unit for Kidodi Health Centre  
2. Supply of 54 health facilities in-charges with adequate equipment and medical supplies 
3. Employment of skilled health staff 
4. Purchase of medical equipment for health facilities in the district  
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As shown in table 10.2 most of the issues were not specifically stated. However, 
according to account of the head of health department and the CHMTs members, the 
broadly stated issues involve all health facilities in the district with need. In that regard, 
Kidodi Health Centre is no exception. In this regard, it is not possible to draw a link 
between the vague preferences in the local plans and broadly stated interventions in the 
council plans.  

Development activities implemented at Kidodi Health Centre  
The last step in the reconstruction of the planning process is to assess whether or not the 
development requests for the Kidodi Health Centre could be traced back to the planning 
procedure. The objective is to show what the local people perceive as the contribution 
of the district council for the development of the health centre. The focus is on 
development activities between the year 2005 and 2008, when the village plan was 
supposed to be implemented. The collected data shows that very few development 
activities have been implemented at Kidodi Health Centre. Table 10.3 show these 
development activities.  
 
 
Table 10.3 Implemented activities in Kidodi  
 Health Centre between 2005 and 2008 
1. Renovation of buildings 
2. Increase of one staff 
3. Increase one new set of scales 

 
 
According to the in-charge and the health centre committee members, the implemented 
activities were real needs of the health centre since the buildings were old and 
dilapidated. However, when asked to rate the council support, they all indicated that the 
support of the district council is low. This is because in their minds, there are more 
pressing preferences with greater impacts than those shown in table 10.3. For example, 
the health centre has no operating theatre, can only conduct minor operations and lacks 
a facility for laboratory services. According to the respondents, these are the most ur-
gent priorities since people have to travel long distances for these services.  

The case of Malowelo Primary School 
Malowelo Primary School is one of 128 primary schools in Kilosa district. It is a rather 
young school and was only established in 2003. The school is located about 140 kilo-
metres from Kilosa district headquarters in the village of Iyogwe. Iyogwe is connected 
to Kilosa by a dirt road. Only about 40 kilometres of the road is paved. During the rainy 
season there are difficulties in transport as some parts of the road become impassable.  

Malowelo Primary School started as a part of Makuyu Primary School, the oldest 
primary school in the village. As a result of increase in demand, an effort was made to 
register Malowelo to become an independent primary school. This effort was made by 
the village leaders, in collaboration with the district council. In 2003 Malowelo Primary 
School was officially registered and became an independent primary school.  
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Most inhabitants around the primary school are indigenous. The dominant group 
belong to the Kaguru, Wanguu and Zigua tribes. According to the Iyogwe village plan 
of 2003 the main economic activities of the people are agriculture and keeping live-
stock. These activities are done on a small scale. It only provides food and very little 
surplus for buying basic needs such as clothes, shelter and other necessities such as 
cooking oil and kerosene. In general, the condition of the village shows that poverty is 
still high. Most of the houses are made of mud covered by grass. The village has neither 
electricity nor running water. The domestic water used in the village is from shallow 
wells. According to village plan, Iyogwe village had about 14 shallow wells  

The people’s level of education living around the school is generally low. Commu-
nity members are slow to actively participate in the development of the school. Accord-
ing to the leaders of the village, this situation requires a close follow up to remind and 
sometimes to educate the community members about their role in the development of 
the primary school.  

Condition of infrastructure of Malowelo Primary School  
The starting point for the reconstruction of the impact of the planning procedure is the 
actual condition of the infrastructure of Malowelo Primary School. The objective is to 
establish development changes obtained as a result of the bottom-up planning using the 
O&OD methodology. As the school was registered as an independent primary school in 
2003 several development activities have been carried out to enable the school to meet 
the new demand. As a result the school has the basic requirements for a school. How-
ever, according to the head teacher, the basic requirements are not yet at an adequate 
level. The school still requires more development to meet the actual demand as well as 
to meet the national minimum standards. Table 10.4 shows the condition of the infra-
structure at Malowelo Primary School between 2003 and 2008.  
 
 
Table 10.4 Infrastructure at Malowelo Primary School between 2003 and 2008 

Years Service Areas  
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Staff 2 2 4 4 5 6 
Buildings       

Classrooms 2 2 3 3 4 4 
Offices 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 

Staff houses 0 0 1 2 3 4 
Equipment       

Chairs  0 5 5 10 10 10 
Desks 12 12 78 78 98 98 

 

Tables 0 3 3 5 5 5 

 
 
As shown in table 10.4 there has been an increase in most aspects of infrastructure at the 
school. Such aspects include staff, classrooms, staff houses, chairs, desks and tables. To 
determine the actual development of the facility, the condition of the infrastructure of 
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the primary school can be compared with the national minimum standards. The national 
guidelines provide that the teacher pupil ratio is 1:45, the desk pupil ratio is 1:2 and the 
classroom pupil ratio is 1:45. Beside, every schoolteacher is supposed to have their own 
chair and table. 
 
 
Table 10.5 Infrastructure at Malowelo Primary School in 2003 and 2008 compared to the 

national standards 
Year 2000 Year 2008 Service Areas  

Available Required Gap  Available Required Gap  
Staff 2 3 -1 6 9 -3 
Buildings       

Classrooms  2 3 -1 4 9 -5 
Staff houses  0 3 -3 4 9 -5 

 

Offices  0 2 -2 1 3 -2 
Equipment       

Desks  12 76 -64 98 201 -103 
Chairs  0 6 -6 10 18 -8 

 

Tables 0 6 -6 5 18 -13 

 
 
Table 10.5 shows that, despite the positive changes at the school, there has not been 
enough development and investment to meet the national standards. In fact, in most of 
the infrastructural aspects, the gap with the national standards has widened. According 
to the head teacher this is because at the beginning the school had only pupils in lower 
level classes. As the school was achieving the maximum level (i.e standard seven) the 
number of pupils also grew and the demand increased accordingly.  

Planning at the grassroots level  
To examine the involvement of the local community in the planning process interviews 
were conducted with the kitongoji chairperson, village executive officer, village chair-
person, and the ward executive officer. The planning process resulted in the village plan 
of Iyogwe. The plan gives a brief description on how the plan was developed. Accord-
ing to the village plan, the planning process started with a general village meeting. In 
this meeting members of the community were informed about the objective of the pro-
cess and their role. The village plan shows that, all steps of the O&OD methodology 
were followed.  

The kitongoji chairperson and the village executive officer participated in the plan-
ning process, but knew very little about what precisely took place during this process. 
The only thing they could remember was that they gathered for the village meeting and 
were asked to identify development preferences for the village. But they were not able 
to mention any of the development preferences identified. In fact, none of them had ever 
seen the village plan or had made follow up of the plan.  

The village chairperson did not participate in the planning process at all. At the time 
of the planning, he was not a chairperson. But even then, up to the time of this study, the 
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village chairperson has not yet seen the village plan. At the time of this study the village 
chairperson had already been in office for two years, but was still not aware of the 
content of the plan.  

Like the kitongoji chairperson and the village executive officer, also the ward exe-
cutive officer did not participate in the planning process. He also, was not employed at 
the time of planning. Despite being able to trace a copy of the document containing all 
the villages’ plans, the ward executive officer did not appear to make use of the plan. 
For instance, he was not able to say to what extent the development preferences con-
tained in the village plan of Iyogwe have been addressed by the district council and 
how. He was also not aware of whether the development changes at Malowelo Primary 
School were in the village plan of Iyogwe. However, his general assumption was that 
most development activities addressed by the council for the villages are contained in 
their respective village plans.  

Malowelo Primary School in the planning process  
The next step is to identify whether or not the planning procedure took into account the 
specific needs of the Malowelo Primary School. For this reason interviews were con-
ducted with the head teacher and the members of the school committee. Most of the 
members of the school committee did not participate in the planning process. According 
to the respondents, they were not informed about the planning procedure. Actually, they 
were not aware of the Opportunities and Obstacles to Development (O&OD) methodo-
logy. Only one member had the idea of the O&OD methodology. This respondent 
actually participated in the planning process. He was informed about the planning 
procedure because he was by then a member of the village council. Indeed, none of the 
committee members had ever seen the village plan or had an idea about the content of 
the village plan. As a result, the committee members have never made use of the village 
plan for the development of the school.  

Likewise, the school head teacher did participate in the planning process, although he 
also explained that he used other means to inform the district council about his needs. 
The school has its own plan that contains the most urgent needs. This plan was 
developed by the school committee, approved by the village council and then forwarded 
to the ward development committee and the district council.  

According to the head teacher, all the three levels (village, ward and district) were 
involved in the development process. However, the lower local government structures 
(i.e the village and the ward) have executed their role poorly. The respondents pointed 
out that:  

‘last year we planned to construct three classrooms, but until now we have only managed to 
build one classroom which is not even finished.’  

In the view of the respondents, the lower local government leaders have not played their 
role effectively to promote the community members to participate in the development of 
the school.  
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The content of the village plan  
The village plan was reviewed to establish development preferences that could be 
related to Malowelo Primary School. Most of the school needs were reflected in the 
village plan. These include the need for more staff, buildings and equipment. Table 10.6 
shows the development preferences that are related to Malowelo Primary School as 
reflected in the village plan. 
 
 
Table 10.6 Preferences of Malowelo Primary  
 School in the village plan 
1. Construction of four classrooms 
2. Construction of four staff houses 
3. Purchase 138 desks 
4. Increase of six teaching staff 

 
 
The table shows that some of the needs of the school, such as chairs, tables and offices 
were not reflected in the village plan. Since the respondents in the village were less 
informed about the plan, none of them were able to explain why some of the infra-
structural needs were not included in the plan. Besides, the identified needs in table 10.6 
do not show which primary school was intended. Since there are two primary schools in 
Iyogwe village, this might be a problem. However, as stated by the respondents, most 
development preferences were meant for Malowelo Primary School, as it was a newly 
established school and therefore had more needs than the older Makuyu Primary 
School. 

Planning at the council level 
The next step in the reconstruction of the planning procedure is to establish whether or 
not the village plans played an important role in the decision-making at the district 
council. For this reason interviews were conducted with staff members at the district 
council that were involved in preparing the council plan. This included the head of the 
education department, the head of the economics department, two heads of sections and 
a few other staff members.  

According to the head of a section of the education department, the development 
preferences of the grassroots people form the basis of the planning at the district 
council. These preferences are not collected through the village plans, but through other 
means. One of these methods is by forms made by the Ministry of Education and Voca-
tional Training. These forms are used to collect data directly from the primary schools. 
These forms provide information on the actual status and needs of the school.  

The school plans use other methods to collect information. These plans are devel-
oped by the school committee and presented to the village council for approval. There-
after, the plan is forwarded to the district head quarter.  

The last sources of information are the school and ward education reports. The 
school report is developed by the school head teacher in collaboration with the school 
committee. The ward education report is developed by the ward education officer in 
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collaboration with the ward development committee. Both reports are forwarded quar-
terly to the district headquarter.  

According to the respondents, most of the school needs that are identified through 
statistics forms are similar to those collected through other methods. In view of the 
respondents the forms used to collect data from the school are reliable and provide more 
accurate information. According to respondents, the other methods are mainly used to 
complement or validate the collected information using the statistic forms.  

Despite the data collection from the grassroots level, the development of the district 
plan is mainly based on guidelines, sectoral priorities and budget ceilings. The funds for 
educational services are mainly earmarked for specific areas. In this view, the role of 
staff at council level is to develop a plan that reflects the pre-determined wishes instead 
of responding to local preferences.  

Due to the afore mentioned constraints, the autonomy of the local government is still 
very limited. There is little to no discretion left to the district level to respond to the 
local wishes. Actually, the local preferences that are taken into account depend on the 
extent to which they commensurate to the policy of the central government.  

The council staff treats the guidelines and central priorities as mandatory requests 
that must be taken into account. The respondents gave two main reasons for this 
attitude. Firstly, central government staff in the field scrutinise the council plan before 
approval. The main objective of this scrutinising is to ensure that the plan reflects the 
central government priorities. Secondly, there are still strong ties between the local 
council staff and the central ministries, which gives more of an incentive for council 
staff to be more responsive to the central wishes. For instance, employment, decisions 
about promotions and transfers of most senior staff at council level are made at the 
central level.  

The content of the council plan  
The result of the planning process, in the form of a council plan of the financial year 
2005/2006, 2006/2007 and 2007/2008, show some issues that can be related to primary 
schools. However these issues are very broad and do not indicate a specific primary 
school. They were only provided cumulatively. Table 10.7 shows the development pre-
ferences observed in the plans.  
 
 
Table 10.7 Development decisions in the council plans related to Malowelo Primary School 
1. Construction of 202 classrooms 
2. Construction of 70 staff houses 
3. 90 million Tanzanian shillings set out for the purchase of tables, cabins and desks 

 
 
According to the head of the education department, the budget documents that ac-
company the plan show a more precise allocation for every primary school in the 
district. Whether or not this is true could not be confirmed, as the budget documents 
could not be found at the district offices. Despite of not being able to provide the exact 
amount intended for Malowelo Primary School, the head of education departments 
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suspected that, as Malowelo is a newly established primary school and therefore has 
more needs, this school would have received a bit more compared to the other schools 
in the district. 

Development activities implemented at Malowelo Primary School 
The last step in the reconstruction of the added value of the planning procedure is to 
assess the implemented development activities. The objective is to establish the level of 
support that has been obtained from the district council as perceived by the local people. 
The focus is activities implemented between 2005 and 2008 when the village plan was 
supposed to be implemented and accomplished. The data collected shows that several 
development activities have been implemented at Malowelo Primary School. These ac-
tivities are shown in table 10.8. 
 
 
Table 10.8 Implemented activities at Malowelo  
 Primary School between 2005 and 2008 
1. Increase of four teaching staff 
2. Construction of two classrooms  
3. Construction of four staff houses  
4. Increase of 86 desks  
5. Increase of five chairs  
6. Increase of two tables 

 
 
The head teacher and the members of the school committee explained that these activi-
ties had been made possible by a contribution from the community and some support 
from the district council. According to the committee members, the council support was 
moderate. The district council’s contribution was not enough to support the community 
initiatives to meet the national standards. That is why the school is still in need of some 
major infrastructural improvements.  

Sometimes the support of the district council is too little to the extent that even with 
contributions from community members there would not be enough funds to complete 
the project. The guidelines to utilize council funds require for example that only a 
maximum of three million Tanzanian shillings can be utilized for construction of a 
classroom. This amount is regarded too low since the actual cost of a classroom is about 
seven million Tanzanian shillings. The community members are required to contribute 
the remaining amount which sometimes, is too much to them, especially in poor villages 
like Iyogwe. According to respondents, the district council should take into consider-
ation the fact that Malowelo Primary School is still a new school and therefore has more 
needs than the existing ones.  

According to the school head teacher, the greater burden put on community members 
delayed the completion of most development projects.  

‘It takes a long time to accomplish a single project. For example, it can take about three 
years to complete the construction of one classroom. However, some delays are contributed 
by poor leadership at the local level. The village leaders have been less effective in pro-
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moting community to contribute for the school development. This is because no action is 
taken to community members who fail to contribute.’  

In the head teacher’s opinion, such a situation has caused not only delays in the imple-
mentation of a specific project, but also sometimes failure of completing the project.  

‘For example, last year we planned to construct four classrooms, but until now we have not 
even finished one classroom. This is because of poor contribution from community mem-
bers.’ 
 

 






